Discovering Odisha- Glimpses of Odia Literature

The inauguration of Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat Programme and the first event under the aegis of EBSB programme “Discovering Odisha- Glimpses of Odia Literature” was held on 25th January, 2020 at 12:00 noon in the college library. The programme began with the odia invocation song sung by our student- Ishna Pathak.

Vice-Principal Mrs. Kavita Jajoo inaugurated the ceremony and briefed the audience about the EBSB programme and the great initiative taken by the Ministry of Human Resource Development. The chief guest for the event was Prof. Anamika Rath- Professor of Biology from Junior College, SIWS College. Madam highlighted the glimpses of odia culture, heritage, language and literature. Her interaction with the audience was informative and very interesting.

Further Sameeka Samal – M.com student, enlightened the audience about the history of Odisha. She also recited one odia poem and translated it in English so as to get the essence of odia language and literature.

Prof. Milind Sant- Professor of Germany from Junior college, R.A.Podar College of Com & Eco. read few excerpts from the biography of the famous poet and writer of Odisha- Fakir Mohan Senapati to get the glimpse of Odia literature.

The Programme ended with a vote of thanks proposed by Prof. Swati Bangar.